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ABSTRACT: Microbial, mammalian, and plant cells produce and
contain secondary metabolites, which typically are soluble in water to
prevent cell damage by crystallization. The formation of ion pairs, for
example, with carboxylic acids or mineral acids, is a natural blueprint
to maintain basic metabolites in solution. Here, we aim at showing
whether the mostly large carboxylates form soluble protic ionic liquids
(PILs) with the basic natural product papaverine resulting in enhanced
aqueous solubility. The obtained PILs were characterized by 1H−15N
HMBC nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) and in the solid state
using X-ray powder diffraction, differential scanning calorimetry, and
dissolution measurements. Furthermore, their supramolecular pattern
in aqueous solution was studied by means of potentiometric and
photometrical solubility, NMR aggregation assay, dynamic light
scattering, zeta potential, and viscosity measurements. Thereby, we
identified the naturally occurring carboxylic acids, citric acid, malic acid, and tartaric acid, as being appropriate counterions for
papaverine and which will facilitate the formation of PILs with their beneficial characteristics, like the improved dissolution rate and
enhanced apparent solubility.

■ INTRODUCTION

Plant vacuoles are storage compartments for secondary
metabolites such as alkaloids and flavonoids, as well as for
small molecules like carboxylic acids, amino acids, and sugars.
These organic acids may have higher concentrations in the
vacuole than in the cytosol, whereas for most amino acids, the
vacuolar concentrations were similar to the cytosolic
concentrations.1,2 Some carboxylates such as citrate and malate
enter the vacuole by specific transporter proteins; they
represent the major carboxylic acids in plants and play a
major role in cellular processes and are involved in several
metabolic pathways as intermediates of energy metabolism.
Additionally, they may also serve as counterions for cationic
alkaloids to improve their water solubility.3,4 An early indicator
of the importance of organic acid salts in nature was given by
Sertürner in the 19th century. He isolated morphine as its
meconate salt from opium, the dried milky sap from Papaver
somniferum.5,6

Salt formation of poorly water-soluble organic bases with
acids may increase apparent solubility in an aqueous
environment compared to the free bases. The concept of salt
formation is one among other pharmaceutical strategies, like
cocrystal formation, complexation, and particle size reduction,
to deal with the problem of poor water solubility and a low oral

bioavailability of active pharmaceutical ingredients (APIs).7

However, these salt formulations may suffer from poor solution
stability within supersaturated states leading to API precip-
itation and hence improper adsorption from the gastro-
intestinal tract. Therefore, a constant high counterion-to-API
ratio is necessary to prevent precipitation of the API, which
leads to an increased duration of supersaturation and
consequently to a more stable solution. A strategy combining
salt formation and a reduction of the interaction between
molecules, hence decrease of the melting point (mp), which
may result in improved dissolution rates, is the formulation of
an ionic liquid (IL).8,9 ILs are defined as organic salts with
mp’s below 100 °C, with attractive properties, including low
volatility, low flammability, polarity, and high viscosity.9−12

They can be subdivided in protic ILs (PILs) and aprotic ILs
(AILs). Many AILs have been prepared and characterized to
date; most of them were based on halogenated counter anions
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such as tetrafluoroborate (BF4
−), hexafluorophosphate (PF6

−),
and derivatives thereof. Because of toxicological and ecological
issues, these halide-containing anions are not suitable for
therapeutic applications. An alternative approach to overcome
these drawbacks is the development of bioinspired ILs, which
are solely composed of naturally occurring molecules
components having well characterized biodegradable and
toxicological properties.13 Larger counterions reduce lattice
forces within crystals, which is why bulky natural carboxylic
acids might be particularly valuable for PIL formation of basic,
poorly water-soluble APIs with the ultimate goal of improved
apparent solubility and/or dissolution rates.14−16 PILs are
prepared in a simple neutralization reaction of certain Brønsted
acids and Brønsted bases in an equimolar ratio.17,18 A subset of
PILs is the protic oligomeric ILs (OILs), which are the result
of a reaction of several equivalents of a Brønsted acid with one
equivalent of a Brønsted base to form H-bonded acid
oligomer-based ILs.19,20

The effect of organic acids or other dispersants with low
molecular weight is mainly based on the charging of the surface
of the powder particles, thereby increasing the repulsive
double-layer forces. In the Derjaguin−Landau−Verwey−Over-
beek (DLVO) theory, suspension’s properties are determined
by its attractive and repulsive forces. Attractive van der Waals
forces can be counteracted by repulsive forces resulting from
either overlapping of the electrical double layers (“electro-
static” stabilization) and/or layering of materials adsorbed on
the surface (“steric” stabilization).21,22

Considering numerous beneficial properties of liquid salts,
including improved water solubility and dissolution rate, ILs
have drawn the attention of pharmaceutical research as
potential drug formulations.9,23,24 As a model system, we
tried to prepare PILs from papaverine using different types of
natural organic acids, namely citric acid, malic acid, and tartaric
acid (α-hydroxy acids, AHAs), succinic acid (carboxylic acid),
and meconic acid (β-hydroxy acid). The PILs were compared
with papaverine’s free base. Papaverine is marketed as chloride
salt and used for the treatment of visceral spasms. In order to
understand the pattern of the various PILs, they were
characterized by means of 1H−15N heteronuclear multiple-
bond correlation (HMBC) nuclear magnetic resonance
(NMR), X-ray powder diffraction (XRPD), differential
scanning calorimetry (DSC), and photometrical dissolution
rate measurements. The supramolecular behavior of the
papaverine citrate solutions was characterized by means of
photometrical and potentiometric solubility measurements, as
well as the solubility after 0.5 h and subsequent high-
performance liquid chromatography (HPLC) measurements,

NMR aggregation assay, viscosity measurements, dynamic light
scattering (DLS), and zeta potential measurements.

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Structure and Physical Characteristics. The naturally

occurring molecule papaverine, a basic secondary metabolite,
and a collection of natural organic acids were combined to
improve pharmaceutical parameters of the basic alkaloid by the
bioinspired strategy of salt formation (Figure 1). As the first
step, we prepared various combinations of papaverine and
organic acids in different ratios (Table 1).

The obtained salts were characterized in their solid state
(XRPD, DSC, and dissolution rate) as well as in solution by
1H−15N HMBC NMR measurements as well as 1H NMR,
DLS, zeta potential, solubility, and viscosity to study the
supramolecular behavior.

2D NMR Measurements and Solid-State Character-
ization. The ionic nature of the samples was analyzed by
1H−15N HMBC NMR measurements. In all cases [molar ratio
1:1, 1:2, 1:3, papaverine/organic acid (i.e., citric acid, malic
acid, and tartaric acid)], the nitrogen signal of the papaverine
was substantially shifted upon protonation; the free base
(black) resonated at −79.5 ppm, whereas the nitrogen signal of
the hydrochloride (red) resonated at −182.5 ppm, indicating
the formation of a salt (Figure 2a). The 15N signals of the
citrate were even more shifted, and the nitrogen signal for the
1:1 (black) and 1:3 (red) papaverine citrate occurs at −190
and −192.5 ppm, respectively, indicating a full protonation of
the papaverine nitrogen in these mixtures (Figure 2b).
The solid-state forms of the samples were analyzed by means

of XRPD (Figure 3). As can be seen from the unstructured
diffractograms, papaverine citrate, papaverine malate, and
papaverine tartrate [molar ratio 1:1 (PILs), 1:2, 1:3 (protic
OILs)] were amorphous salts with decreased crystal lattice
energy.14 This can be explained by intramolecular hydrogen
bonding between the hydroxylic group and the free carboxylic
acid group present in all AHAs, which diminishes intermo-
lecular interactions between the heterodimers, consisting of

Figure 1. Used naturally occurring molecules.

Table 1. List of Prepared Natural PILs, Protic OILs, and
Crystalline Salts

combination molar ratio abbreviation

papaverine/citric acid 1:1, 1:2, 1:3 PA 1:1, PA 1:2, PA 1:3
papaverine/succinic acid 1:1
papaverine/malic acid 1:1, 1:2, 1:3
papaverine/tartaric acid 1:1, 1:2, 1:3
papaverine/meconic acid 1:1
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papaverine and AHAs, and thus prevents a long-range
molecular order within the solids. In contrast, the papaver-
ine-free base homodimers as well as the heterodimers of
papaverine hydrochloride, papaverine succinate, and papaver-
ine meconate were arranged with a certain long-range
molecular order because no intramolecular hydrogen bonding
was possible within the counterions.25,26

The thermal properties of the samples were measured by
DSC (Table 2). As expected, all amorphous samples being the

citrate, malate, and tartrate were characterized by a glass
transition temperature (Tg) ranging between 30 and 50 °C,
whereas the crystalline samples showed a specific mp between
88 and 220 °C with the hydrochloride having by far the highest
mp.

Dissolution Rate, Solubility, and Supramolecular
Aggregates. The drug substance dissolution rate was
measured in phosphate buffered saline (PBS) buffer, pH 6.8.
The dissolution rate of the amorphous salts was more than 3-
fold higher than the dissolution rate of crystalline salts (Figure
4). The peak concentration during the supersaturation phase

(apparent solubility), determined by potentiometric titration in
potassium chloride solution, was higher for all amorphous
samples (independent of molar ratio). For both groups, the
intrinsic solubility (equilibrium solubility) was generally 1
order of magnitude lower than the apparent solubility (Figure
5). Interestingly, both water solubilities, apparent and intrinsic,
of papaverine increased with an increasing amount of
counterion, which is in accordance with the observation for
the drug substance selurampanel (BGG) by Balk.8 This
indicated an intermolecular interaction and stabilization
between papaverine and carboxylates, like citrate, malate, or
tartrate, which were acting as peptizers.
The supramolecular association of papaverine and the

counterion in solution was analyzed by a 1H NMR-based
aggregation assay (Figure 6).27,28 As reference spectra for the
lowest aggregation concentration of papaverine, a mixture of
papaverine/citric acid (20 mM) and Tween 80 and a solution
of papaverine HCl and Tween 80 were prepared. Upon
increasing the starting concentration of 20−80 mM of
papaverine/citric acid, the signals of the very slightly
aggregated papaverine (20 mM) were shifted to the upfield
(e.g., 8.2−8.15 or 7.93−7.75 ppm). The concentration-
dependent changes in chemical shifts (Δ ppm) can be

Figure 2. (a) 1H−15N NMR spectra of papaverine-free base (black) at
−79.5 ppm and papaverine HCl (red) at −182.5 ppm (DMSO-d6, 5
Hz) and of (b) papaverine/citric acid (molar ratio 1:1, black) at −190
ppm and papaverine/citric acid (molar ratio 1:3, red) at −192.5 ppm
(D2O/KCl, 5 Hz).

Figure 3. XRPD diffractograms of the papaverine-free base compared
to the chloride, citrate, succinate, malate, tartrate, and meconate salts
(molar ratio 1:1).

Table 2. DSC Measurement Results of the Samples (Molar
Ratio 1:1)

samples mp [°C] Tg [°C]

Papaverine 149
papaverine hydrochloride 220
papaverine citrate 30
papaverine succinate 134
papaverine malate 50
papaverine tartrate 40
papaverine meconate 88

Figure 4. Dissolution rate of the PILs (molar ratio 1:1). Filled bars
are amorphous salts, and white bars are crystalline.
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explained by local environmental changes in the magnetic field
around the molecule because of the accumulation of aromatic
systems with their shielding effects. Another indicator of
aggregates is the change in the number of signals, as can be
seen at 6.8−6.9 ppm (20 mM) compared with 6.7 ppm (80
mM). The shape of the signal (i.e., sharp or broad) is related to
the size and tumbling rate of a supramolecular species. A
multimeric species would be expected to have a slower
tumbling rate and faster relaxation time and thus a broader
peak shape. The broadening of a resonance at higher
concentrations is also an evidence for the existence of
aggregates. In the 1H NMR spectrum of the papaverine HCl
salt, the aromatic signals of papaverine were also shifted to the
upfield, indicating aggregation. In contrast to the citrate salt,
maximal aggregation is obtained at 20 mM for the hydrochloric
acid salt. Moreover, in the 40 mM concentration, precipitation
and subsequent sedimentation occurred, which shows the
better water solubility of the citrate salt.

The particle size and the polydispersity index (PDI) of
supramolecular aggregates of papaverine in water were checked
by means of DLS (Table 3). The low PDI < 0.1 indicates
monodisperse systems, PDI = 0.1−0.2 refers to a small
distribution, and PDI > 0.2 refers to polydisperse systems. It
was not possible to measure the 80 mM HCl salt solution
because a sedimentation of nondissolved papaverine was
observed.
Citric acid performed as the peptizer and stabilized higher

concentrations of papaverine (80 mM) with only a small
distribution of particle size (PDI about 0.20). Chloride, on the
other hand, was not able to stabilize aqueous papaverine
solutions in higher concentrations (80 mM) and led to
polydisperse solutions (PDI = 0.56) at lower concentrations
(20 mM).
The influence of the size of the aggregates with regard to the

water solubility of papaverine was investigated (Figure 7).
First, the starting concentration (300 mM) of dissolved

Figure 5. (left) Apparent solubility [mM] and (right) intrinsic solubility [mM] of PILs (different molar ratios), free base, and HCl salt.

Figure 6. (left) 1H NMR of papaverine citrate (molar ratio 1:1) and (right) of the HCl salt in various concentrations.

Table 3. DLS of Papaverine/Citric Acid (Molar Ratio 1:1, 1:2, 1:3) Compared with Papaverine HCl in Different Papaverine
Concentrations in Water

samples 20 mM hydrodynamic diameter [nm] PDI 40 mM hydrodynamic diameter [nm] PDI 80 mM hydrodynamic diameter [nm] PDI

P. HCl 64 ± 69 0.56 38 ± 11 0.24
297 ± 113 295 ± 5

PA 1:1 11 ± 1 0.22 1 ± 0 0.16 2 ± 0 0.20
254 ± 8 249 ± 5 298 ± 49

PA 1:2 12 ± 1 0.22 3 ± 2 0.17 3 ± 2 0.20
301 ± 17 293 ± 16 372 ± 63

PA 1:3 3 ± 0 0.42 7 ± 7 0.18 12 ± 10 0.17
959 ± 59 265 ± 17 263 ± 4
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papaverine in water (PA 1:1, PA 1:2, and PA 1:3) and the
supernatant of the papaverine HCl solution were measured by
means of HPLC. Second, all solutions were filtered (cellulose
acetate filter, pore size 200 nm) to remove all aggregates (>200
nm), and again, the papaverine concentration was determined
by HPLC. The concentration of dissolved papaverine
decreased significantly for the PILs while no change in the
solubility of the HCl salt could be observed. This finding
supports the hypothesis of citric acid stabilized and larger
supramolecular aggregates of papaverine in accordance with
the 1H NMR assay. Chloride as a counterion could not act as a
stabilizer for large supramolecular aggregates of papaverine,
which led to smaller particles and hence less-dissolved
papaverine.
Surface charge properties of nanosuspensions were studied

by the measurement of the zeta potential, which is a stability
indicating the parameter in colloidal systems. A minimum zeta
potential of ±30 mV is required for electrostatically stabilized
suspensions. For a combined electrostatic and steric stabiliza-
tion, roughly ±20 mV is sufficient.29 The nanosuspensions
consisting of papaverine and different concentrations of citric
acid were electrostatically stabilized through negatively charged
citrate, which is adsorbed on papaverine’s surface. This leads to
a negative surface of the particles, and through unadsorbed
negatively charged citrate in solution, an increased ionic
strength results.25,30 Furthermore, intramolecular hydrogen
bonds between the hydroxylic group and the free carboxylic
acid group are present in all citric acid ionic species, which
hinder attractive particle interactions, leading to a sterically
stabilized suspension.31

The zeta potential values are commonly calculated by
determining particle’s electrophoretic mobility in an electric
field and then converting the electrophoretic mobility to the
zeta potential.29 This analysis was performed in potassium
chloride solution (0.15 M), and the results can be seen as an
indicator of long-term stability of the suspension. For the
formulation “PA 1:1”, a zeta potential of −22 mV was
measured, for “PA 1:2” −63 mV, and for “PA 1:3” −5 mV. The
largest value of −63 mV indicates the physically most stable
suspension while lower values indicate physically instable
suspensions. The papaverine hydrochloride salt had a zeta
potential of +18 mV. The change of the charge of the
aggregates from positive (hydrochloride) to negative (citrate
salts) supports the hypothesis of an adsorption of the
negatively charged citrate onto the papaverine.
Suspension’s viscosity increased with increasing concen-

tration of the counterion (Table 4). The presence of large
amounts of unadsorbed negatively charged citrate remaining in

solution led to an increased ionic strength and consequently to
a decreased Debye length between papaverine aggregates and
unadsorbed citrate.25 The citrate papaverine suspensions
offered an increased viscosity compared to the papaverine
hydrochloride suspension. This is explained by the nature of
the sterically sophisticated citrate in contrast to the small size
of chloride as a counterion.

■ CONCLUSIONS
Taking everything into consideration, organic acids acting as
counterions for basic secondary metabolites and facilitate the
formation of PILs and protic OILs. The beneficial properties of
these salts consisting of APIs and naturally occurring organic
acids, like enhanced dissolution rate, increased apparent
solubility, and stabilized suspensions, offer a promising strategy
to optimize pharmaceutical parameters. Also, the low
acquisition costs and the safety of most naturally occurring
organic acids are promising for novel pharmaceutical salts and
clinical translation thereof. In the future, we will perform
further salt screening programs with natural organic acids in
order to demonstrate the applicability of the bioinspired
approach, and the obtained PILs herein will be analyzed in
terms of enhanced solubility studies in vitro and in vivo as well
as the membrane transport.

■ EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
Materials. Papaverine was purchased from Fagron GmbH

& Co. KG (Barsbüttel, Germany). Citric acid, succinic acid,
malic acid, and tartaric acid were purchased from Sigma-
Aldrich (Schnelldorf, Germany) or TCI Chemicals (Eschborn,
Germany) and were used without further purification. Meconic
acid was synthesized following the literature.32 Ultrapure water
was delivered by the Merck Milli-Q system (Darmstadt,
Germany).

Methods. Preparation of PILs, Protic OILs, and Low-
Melting Salts. PILs, protic OILs, and low-melting papaverine
salts were prepared in analogy to previous reports.33 Briefly,
100 mg of papaverine was suspended in 5 mL of methanol and
an equimolar amount (2-fold or 3-fold excess, respectively) of
the counterion (organic acid) suspended in 5 mL of methanol
was added and mixed for 15 min at room temperature.
Solvents were evaporated under ambient conditions for 3 days
and subsequently dried in vacuo.

NMR Measurement. NMR measurement was performed on
a Bruker Avance III 400 MHz spectrometer (Karlsruhe,
Germany) operating at 400.13 MHz with a PA BBI inverse
probe head, and data were processed with the TopSpin 3.5pl7
software.
For 1H NMR, the acquisition parameters were applied as

follows: 16 scans, at a temperature of 300 K, flip angle of 30°,
spectral width of 20.55 ppm, and transmitter offset of 6.175

Figure 7. Equilibrium solubility. White bars are unfiltered solutions,
and the black bars are filtered solutions.

Table 4. Dynamic Viscosity Measurements of Papaverine/
Citric Acid (Molar Ratio 1:1, 1:2, 1:3) Compared with
Papaverine HCl (40 mM Papaverine)

samples dynamic viscosity [mPa s]

water 0.88
KCl solution 0.88
papaverine HCl (in KCl) 0.93
PA 1:1 (in water) 0.94
PA 1:2 (in water) 0.95
PA 1:3 (in water) 0.97
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ppm. The acquisition time was set to 3.985 s followed by a
relaxation delay of 1.0 s with a collection of 64k data points at a
sample spinning frequency of 20 Hz. Processing parameters
were set to an exponential line broadening window function of
0.3 Hz, an automatic baseline correction, and manual phasing.
After a setting time of 5 min at 300 K, the spectra were
recorded in D2O.
The 2D 1H−15N HMBC spectra were recorded at 300 K

with 128 increments in t1. The long-range coupling constant
was set to 5 Hz. The data were processed using a sine window
function in both dimensions, zero-filling in the F1 dimension
and linear prediction in the t1 dimension prior to Fourier
transformation. Automatic baseline correction in both
dimensions was performed.
X-ray Powder Diffractometry. PILs, protic OILs, and

crystalline papaverine salts were transferred onto a silicon
single-crystal zero background specimen holder, covering an
area with the diameter of approximately 5 mm. Powder
diffractometric studies were done using a Bruker Discover D8
powder diffractometer (Karlsruhe, Germany) and Cu Kα
radiation (unsplit Kα1 + Kα2 doublet, mean wavelength l =
154.19 pm) at a power of 40 kV and 40 mA, a focusing Goebel
mirror, and a 2.5° axial Soller slit. The scattered X-ray beam
went through a receiving slit (3.3°). Detection was done with a
LynxEye-1D detector (Bruker AXS) using the full detector
range of 192 channels. Measurements were carried out in the
reflection geometry in coupled 2θ/θ mode with a step size of
0.025° in 2θ and 0.33 s measurement time per step in the
range of 5−50° (2θ). Data collection was done with the
software package DIFFRAC.Suite (V2 2.2.690, Bruker AXS,
Karlsruhe, Germany). The diffraction data were subsequently
converted into the ASCII format and further handled with
Origin (OriginLab, Massachusetts, USA).
Photometrical Determination of the Dissolution Rate.

Dissolution rates were measured with a Sirius T3 instrument
(Sirius Analytical, Forest Row, UK) as described earlier.34

Tablets with defined surfaces were prepared by compression of
5−10 mg of substance (salt or papaverine-free base) in a tablet
disk (diameter of the tablet disk was 0.3 cm and is provided by
the manufacturer of the machine) under a weight of 0.18
tonnes for 3 min with a manual hydraulic tablet press (Paul
Weber, Stuttgart, Germany), as described before.34 The release
of drug substance from these tablet disc allows data collection
with a standardized surface area (0.07 cm2), which is required
to fit the data for the calculation of the dissolution rate.34 The
dissolution rates were determined photometrically at room
temperature in PBS (0.17 M) pH 6.8 at a stirring speed of
4800 rpm following manufacturer’s instructions. The linear
part of the release profile was used for calculation of the
dissolution rate (dissolved substance per time and surface
area).
Potentiometrically and Photometrically Recorded Titra-

tion Experiments for Determination of Solubility. Intrinsic
and apparent solubility were measured on a Sirius T3
instrument (Sirius Analytical, Forest Row, UK) by potentio-
metric titration as described before.35,36 In brief, typically 5−10
mg of API was dissolved in 1.5 mL of 0.15 M KCl solution at
pH 2 (adjusted with 0.5 M hydrochloric acid). After complete
dissolution, the solution was back-titrated by addition of 0.5 M
potassium hydroxide until first precipitation occurred and as
continuously monitored photometrically (λ = 500 nm).
Subsequently, the pH was changed incrementally by repeated
addition of minute amounts of acid and base throughout the

experiment. After each titrant addition, the delayed pH
gradient of the API because of precipitation or dissolution
was measured and used to extrapolate the equilibrium phase
where the gradient is zero. Data from analysis with acidity
errors larger than 1 mM were excluded.

Differential Scanning Calorimetry. DSC was performed on
a DSC 8000 instrument (PerkinElmer, Waltham, MA, USA)
using a scanning rate of 20 K/min. The sample size was 3−5
mg for all substances. For the PILs, three heating and three
cooling cycles were performed, and the second and the third
heating cycles were analyzed to allow for removal of residual
water during the first heating cycle. Crucibles were weighted
before and after measurements.

DLS Sample Preparation and Analysis. The average
particle size of different concentrations of papaverine citrate
and papaverine hydrochloric acid salt (20, 40, 80 mM) in
water was measured by DLS. Measurements were performed
with unfiltered samples in disposable UV-cuvettes (1.5 mL)
from Brand (Wertheim, Germany) using a Delsa Nano HC
particle analyzer from Beckman Coulter (Brea, CA, USA) with
backscattering at an angle of 165°. Measurements were
performed in triplicate with an accumulation of 70 scans at
298 K, and the data were analyzed by the CONTIN algorithm.
The average particle sizes were evaluated with a refractive
index of 1.333 for all samples, and the experimentally measured
dynamic viscosities of the specific solutions were also used (see
also Determination of Dynamic Viscosity).

Zeta Potential Measurement. Zeta potential measurements
of the papaverine salts (40 mM) in potassium chloride solution
(0.15 M) were performed in deionized water with its
conductivity adjusted to 50 μS/cm2, in order to determine
the surface charge and to estimate the long-term stability
properties. The analysis was performed by using a Delsa Nano
HC particle analyzer from Beckman Coulter (Brea, CA, USA)
at 298 K with a flow cell (60 V, base frequency 115−140 Hz,
scattering angle 15°). The electrophoretic mobility was
converted to the zeta potential by the Helmholtz−
Smoluchowski equation. All measurements were performed
in triplicate.

Liquid Chromatography. All HPLC analyses were
performed with an Agilent 1100 modular chromatographic
system equipped with an online vacuum degasser, a binary
pump, an autosampler, a thermostatted column compartment,
and a variable wavelength detector (Agilent, Waldbronn,
Germany). The system was operated, and the data were
processed using the Agilent ChemStation Rev. B.03.02.
software.
A Hypersil GOLD C18 column (150 × 4.6 mm i.d., with a

particle size of 5 μm and a pore size of 100 Å) (Thermo Fisher
Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA) was used as a stationary phase.
Mobile phase A consisted of an aqueous 10 mM dipotassium
hydrogen phosphate buffer adjusted to pH 7.4 with
orthophosphoric acid while mobile phase B was methanol.
The gradient worked at a flow rate of 1.0 mL/min and utilized
a linear gradient from 10 to 90% B from 0 to 25 min. 90% B is
then hold isocratically for 5 min, and the system is
reequilibrated by a gradient back to 10% within 2 min
followed by a 3 min isocratic step. The total run time was 35
min, and the injection volume was 10 μL. The UV detection
was performed at 254 nm, and the runs were recorded at
ambient temperature.

Determination of Dynamic Viscosity. The density was
determined using Anton Paar (Graz, Austria) density meter
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DMA 4100 M at 298 K. The dynamic viscosity was measured
on Anton Paar (Graz, Austria) rolling-ball viscometer LOVIS
2000 M using capillary LOVIS 1.8 equipped with a steel ball
(Mat. no. 73109, diameter 1.5 mm, steel 1.4125, density 7.66
g/cm3). The temperature was constantly maintained at 298 K,
and the inclination angle was 70° for all measurements.
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